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ABSTRACT: Focusing on the application of earth gravity model (EGM2008) in global precision evaluation, this
paper will emphatically analyze the relationship between Chinese continental crustal thicknesses and gravity data of
EGM2008, discussing the precision of gravity data of EGM2008 in mainland China in inverse proportion to the
topographic complex degree. The model precision is the highest in flat eastern part, while that of western part is the
lowest. Nearly 80% of the area on the Chinese mainland, the precision of GM2008 data can reach 10mGal.
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INTRODUCTION
For earth, the distribution of the earth's crust present in the pattern of sea and land, and which is closely related to
plate tectonic movement of the earth. The average age of the continental crust is about 2 billion years, while that of
the oceanic crust is only about 80 million years. Oceanic crust is formed in mid-ocean ridge at the speed of about 17
kilometers per year, and in the trench about the same rate pitch down into the mantle, the thickness of it hasn't
changed much, ranging from 5 to ten kilometer. Contrary to oceanic crust, in the earth’s evaluation the continental
crust has experienced a series of physical and chemical including collision, melt invasion, thermal erosion and
chemical metasomatism. The thickness of continental crust has changed a lot, an average of 35km, and the crust is
thick in mountain area, relating with plate collision progeny, for example, Tibetan Plateau, formed by the collision
of Indian plate and Eurasian plate, has the world's largest crustal thickness, more than 65km[1~3] . The gravity and
earthquake observation is the main geophysical observation to obtain the thickness of the earth's crust. With the
increase of observational data, at present, the earth's crust thickness information can be obtained at a relatively high
precision.
The earth gravity field model is the collection of a class of basic parameters used to describe and represent the earth
gravity field, and it is the approximation or fitting of the earth's gravity field. Earth's gravity anomaly field, as a kind
of basic potential field information of the earth, is an important study object and method of geodesy, geophysics,
seismology and oceanology and other subjects. In the area lacking the measured space gravity anomaly data,
geologist and geophysicist often carry on geological study with the help of gravity model data. Liu Guangding
compiled the serial maps of geology and geophysics of China seas and its adjacent area in 1992, adopting 180 orders
earth's gravity model data to compile figure 1. China geological survey published the serial maps of geology and
geophysics of China eastern seas and its adjacent area in 2010, adopting 360 orders earth's gravity model data to
supplement gravity anomaly information of foreign land in the map, and applying it to the anomaly calculation and
interpretation of bouguer gravity. Widespread coverage of gravity measurement is difficult in the western parts and
sea area of China, and geophysicist study regional tectonics and deep tectonic with the help of a satellite gravity
[4~7]. In recent years, with the technology development and application in space exploration and satellite altimetry,
the depicting of earth gravity field model is also more and more exquisite, the accuracy and resolution has improved
a lot.
THE FOUNDATION OF THE EGM2008 MODEL
US National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA for short) announced the newest gravity field model on April 17,
2008, the original data used by EGM2008 mainly includes two parts, and one is satellite data of medium and long
wave obtained by GRACE satellite tracking satellite from September, 2002 to April, 2007(57months); Another is
the average gravity data of 5 arcmin uniform angle grids covered evenly worldwide, and it is global marine gravity
data (accounting for 70% of the earth’s surface) deduced by altimetry, the earth's surface gravity data which are
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large number of different types, different precision, different confidence from various aspects (including data from
ground gravity survey, aerogravity survey and marine gravity measurement) and gravity data from interpolation
filling (Africa, South America and Antarctica). EGM2008 has given out a complete earth gravity field model
reaching 2159 orders. In areas with high quality gravity data, the discrepancy between EGM2008 geoid undulation
and independent GPS leveling survey is within the scope of ±5 to ±10 cm. The difference between the vertical
deviation over the America and Australia and independent astronomical geodetic value is from ±1.1 to ±1.3 arc
seconds. A large of assessment results suggest that, compared with EGM96, EGM2008 has improved a lot, mainly
shown in the following aspects: the resolution has improved six orders of magnitude, the precision, on the basis of
precision used by gravity data and geographical situation, has increased 3 times to 6 times. The above has proved
that under the condition of giving accurate and detailed gravity measurement data, using an earth gravity field model
can satisfy various application requirements. The gravity data used in the establishment of EGB2008 is shown as
Figure 1.

Figure 1. The gravity data used in the establishment of EGB2008.
APPLICATION OF EGM2008 IN CHINESE CONTINENTAL CRUSTAL THICKNESS
Brief Introduction to the Model
At present, the spatial resolution of EGM2008 mainly has four types: 10′, 5 ', 2. 5′, 1′, and this paper adopts a
resolution of 1′ EGM2008 model data. EGM2008 is global high order earth gravity field model released by NGA,
the order of the model reaching 2190. The final achievement provided the model includes: 2190 orders of global
gravity field model; the global 5′×5′ grid gravity anomaly; the global 5′×5′ ， 2.5′×2.5′ grid geoid surface and the
global 5′×5′ grid vertical deflection (ξ,η). The truncation error of EGM2008 model expanding to the 2190 orders
tends to 0, so the model error only contains gross error caused by the error propagation of potential coefficients. As
for the prediction accuracy of global 5′ × 5′ grid geoid surface, the minimum error is 3.045 cm, the maximum error
is 102.194 cm, and the error of root mean square (RMS) is 11.137. With previous research achievements, the
experiments of tectonic units of gravity identification and fracture tectonics of gravity identification have been
carried out in mainland, trying to give 6 first-order tectonic units of gravity, 24 secondary tectonic units of gravity,
and 39 main faults of gravity, 77 minor faults of gravity, and characteristic of gravity field of first-order tectonic
units and main faults has been described, providing regional gravity field information for tectonic unit partition and
fracture structure cognition in mainland.
Model Analysis
This paper has introduced 5′×5′ EGM2008 model and its accuracy estimation in the world. According to the terrain
change rule, the mainland can be roughly divided into 7 areas in 10 km network degree, and comparison has been
conducted between EMG2008 model data and the measured spatial gravity grid data of ground. Due to the data
source problem, the precision of model data in mainland is generally lower than that of North America and Europe.
The two kinds of data has small difference in the flat eastern part, and with the increase of terrain complexity, the
standard deviation of two kinds of data has increased from less than 10mGal to more than 50mGal. Distortion point
shows that very low accuracy of grid points are all distributed in large undulate area. Generally speaking, the
precision of 5′×5′ EGM2008 model data can reach within 10mGal in china nearly 80% of the area, and it can be
used in small scale gravity mapping and tectonic research. In large terrain fluctuation of western China, taking
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Tibetan plateau as an example, a further comparison of EGM2008 model data and gravity measuring point data has
been carried on, suggesting that the planar grid data, in area that the gravity point distributed sparsely and unevenly,
is difficult to express the gravity field information accurately. Because of ground gravity data control, the precision
of EGM2008 model data is much lower in the west of China, but the model data is still improved the richness of the
space gravity anomaly information largely. Apply the China's regional gravity survey data in construction of the
earth model is a meaningful work.
THE MODEL EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The Model Experiment
The above method is applied to deal with gravity and topography data, getting China crustal thickness. EGM2008
data is shown in Figure 2(a). As for partitioned processing model, the first is to carry on crustal thickness inversion
of each region, then the crustal thickness value of these micro-regions are joint together to form earth's crust
thickness figure of China.
The method of joint is: Take (70 E ~ 105E, 15N~ 33N) as the valid region of DL (70E~ 110E, 15N ~ 35 N); take
(105 E~ 140E, 15 N~ 33N) as the valid region of DR (100E~ 140E, 15N~ 35N); take ( 70E~ 105E,33N ~ 50N ) as
the valid region of UL( 70E~110E,30 N~ 50N); take ( 105E ~ 140E,33N~ 50 N) as the valid region of UR( 100E ~
140E,30N~ 50N). In this way, the edge effect caused by using FFT inversion can be reduced effectively. Crust
thickness results after partitioned processing and jointing is shown in Figure 2 (b).

(a) EGM2008 data
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(b) gravity database data in China region

Figure 2. The comparison of Chinese mainland space gravity anomaly map formed by different data (unit: m Gal).
In order to estimate the deviation of two different methods of processing region, we calculate the difference between
the value of the crust thickness in the whole region and the value of the crust thickness in part of region. Deviation
existing in most areas is small within the scope of the 3 km, this deviation is acceptable. But in the mountains and
trenches, the region where the movement of plate is fierce and the crust is not fully balanced, for example,
Qinghai-Tibet plateau, the deviation between the two can reach 5 km. The reason may be that the whole area reflect
a large scale, so the corresponding time is longer, having better balanced compensation; And the data in local area
reflect a small scale high frequency effect, so the time is short, having worse balanced compensation. For stable
block and region where vertical motion is relatively slow, liking the eastern area of mainland and tarim area, the
difference is much smaller; for the area where the vertical movement is more fiercely, liking orogenic belt and the
boundary between land and sea, the difference is great. The difference value of two gravity anomaly greater than 3
times the standard deviation grid point graph is shown as Figure 3.

Figure 3. The difference value of two gravity anomaly greater than 3 times the standard deviation grid point graph
(the base map is terrain, Black dot represents point location, unit: m).
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
From the analysis of China crustal thickness (Figure 2a, b), we can see that the overall trend of China’s crustal
thickness is as follows: the eastern part of mainland, thin, while sea area, thinner. The crustal thickness from west to
inland is increased gradually, and it is the thickest in the qinghai-tibet plateau region, reaching more than 78 km. At
the same time, in the region of tectonic transformation liking grand Khingan, the Tibetan plateau and tarim basin,
there are very dense isoline, indicating that the earth's crust thickness changes strongly. However, in the northeast
plain, the central China, Inner Mongolia and other regions, the range of earth's crust thickness is relatively small, the
change is more slowly. Most of these areas are inside of a block, and the crustal deformation is relatively small. It's
worth pointing out that at the boundary of the Tibetan plateau and India plate, the crustal thickness produced
mutations in small area, variation reaching about 15 km. at the boundary of northern Tibetan Plateau and tarim basin,
the earth's crust thickness also has obvious sharply change. The correlation analysis of China’s crustal thickness and
gravity anomaly data shows that, the bouguer gravity anomaly and crust thickness presents obvious linear, the
correlation coefficient is -0.993, the standard deviation is 0.898 km. The total points adopted in calculation are 2856,
and the result is shown in Figure 3.
The characteristics of geodynamics of eastern china continental and the east sea of China has a close relationship,
the region is the combination of Eurasia plate and the Philippine Sea plate, tectonic activity is very strong, and it is
extremely important area to study tectonic movement in mainland and its neighborhood, and analyze the
geodynamics characteristic.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper has developed the method of crustal thickness based on EGM2008 model data, reducing the influence of
uniqueness in gravity inversion, and the results are as follows:
(1)The crustal thickness of Chinese mainland based on the EGM2008 model data (70E~ 140E, 15N~ 50N).
(2)The precision of EGM2008 model in Chinese mainland is inversely proportional to the topographic complex
degree, The model precision is the highest in flat eastern part, while that of western part is the lowest. Nearly 80% of
the area on the Chinese mainland, the precision of GM2008 data can reach 10mGal.
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